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A number of flights have been made at low dtitude ever a route in the 
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analysed and the turbulence encountered on the three legs compared. A 

brief analysis is made of the effect of wind on the turbulence. 
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1 INTRODIJGTIUN 

i A considerable amount of &ta exists showing the turbulence spectra at 

low altitude over lend, but over the sea the amount of data 1s more limited. 

Present day operational roles often require naval aircraft to fly at low 

altitude over the sea; in the case of land based aircraft this flying takes 

place mainly close to the coast while carrier based aircraft fly msxiLy over 

the open sea. The object of the present trials was t0 obtain information on 

turbulence for lifing such aircraft, in particular, to distinguish between 

flying close to the coast and further out to sea, and to relate turbulence 

over the sea to the better known turbulence over the land. 

The trials consisted of a number of flights made between August 1966 

and April 3967, in which a Canberra aircraft was flown over a route in the 

U.K. which included a land leg and two legs over the sea at distances of 

three ad fifteen miles from the coast. The two sea legs were considered to 

be representative of flight over coastd waters and the open sea. 

The normal accelerations encountered along each leg weere recorded on a 

counting accelerometer mounted near the aircraft og and the readings were 

converted to equivalent gust velocities using the discrete gust analysis. 

Results are presented showing the average gust frequencies over land and sea, 

and the effect of wind speed on turbulence intensity; the effect of wind 

direction is also considered for the two legs flown over the sea. 

2 DETAILS OF RO'J'IES 

The basic route used on each flight and the order In which the legs 

were generally flown is shown in Fig.1. It was sometimes nsoessary to vary 

the precise starting and finishing points for each leg and. also the order in 

which the legs were flown due to poor visibility over pert of the route or 

air tiaff'io restrictions prevailing at the time of the flight. Nevertheless 

the general procedure was to fly the first sea leg starting from a point near 

Skegness and finishing at Newbiggen by the sea, just north of Newcastle, 

keeping an average distance of three miles off the coast all the wsy. The 

second leg was flown over land commencing at a point near Hexham, approxi- 

mately fifty miles west of Newcastle and, after passing close to Harrogate 

and Scunthorpe finishing at the coast near Skegness. The first part of the 

lad leg was over the Pennines where the ground rose to a maximum height of 

about 2200 feet above sea level and ended over the flat terrain of 

Lincolnshire. On the find sea leg, the aircraft was flown in a northerly 
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direction from a point abeam Skegness keeping an average distance of fifteen 

miles from the coast. The aim was to cover as much distance as possible on 

the last leg finishing in the vicinity of Middlesbrough but in fact the length 

of the run was generally determined by the pilot who decided on the finishing 

point after estimating the amount of fuel required for the return flight to 

base. 

For reasons mentioned earlier, the distances covered In each leg of each 

flight were not constant but were of the order of 170 miles for the leg flown 

three miles out to sea; 180 miles for the lad leg and 120 miles for the final 

sea leg. 

3 INSTRUMENTATION. MEASUREMENTS AND FLIGHT TEGFNIQUES 

The aircraft used in the trials was a standard Canberra B6. A counting 

accelerometer, consisting of a R.A.E. Observer Unit Type Structures 5 and. a 

modified Accelerometer Type Structures 4, was installed on a platform in the 

bomb bay (the accelerometer was positzoned near the cg of the aircraft) to 

record the number of normal accelerations experienced during the runs. Details 

of the aircraft and counting accelerometer are given in Appendix A. 

Measurements of drift and ground speed were read by the flight observer 

from the dials of the Green Satin Doppler equipment at intervals throughout 

the flight. The signals tended to oscillate with the Dutch roll of the air 

craft and the readings taken were a mean value estimated. by eye by the 

observer. The readings were converted to winds using a navigator's Dead 

Reckoning Computer as the originsl readings did not justify a more accurate 

method. 

Wind readings from a number of ground meteorological stations located 

around the route were also obtained. The positions of the reporting stations 

are included in Fig.1. Hourly readings were obtained from each station with 

the exception of Kilnsea where the readings were taken every three hours. 

The observer tit counters were switched on at the beginning and off at 

the end of each leg so that the loads caused by the aircraft manoeuvring 

between legs were not included. 

The flights were made at irregular intervals during the period of the 

trial and ho particular weather or wind conditions were favoured. On a few 

occasions, after flying the first leg over the sea, it wss found impossible to 

start or to complete the land leg due to bad visibility. These partially com- 

pleted flights are not included in the results. 
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The aircraft was flown at an average height of 200 feet on the sea legs 

and approximately the same height above the ground during the land leg. The 

pilots were instructed to fly normally and not to make an attempt to follow 

the ground contours too closely. For the first quarter of the trial the 

aircraft was flown at a speed of 300 knots but, due to a,low altitude flight 

ssfety restriction put on the aircraft when flying with urrmodified ejection 

seats, the remainder of the flights were made at a speed of 250 knots. 

4 DATA AND 'IEEIR ANALYSIS 

The data analysed represent the results from twenty eight flights during 

which measurements were taken on each of the three legs. The totd recording 

time and. distance covered on each of the legs were as follows:- 

Efc3 Duration Distance 

hr min Statute mile 

Land 14 50 4591 

Sea 3 mile 15 40 4731 

Sea 15 mile 10 08 3105 

The counting accelerometer installed near the aircraft cg gave 

information on the number of times each acceleration level had been exceeded 

during each 2 minute interval of each leg, together with the aircraft's 

altitude and airspeed at the end of each Interval. The all up weight of the 

aircraft was interpolated from the flight observer's readings of the fuel 

state taken at Intervals during the flight. The overall variation in AUW 

during the periods of retorting throughout the trial was between 41500 and 

31.590 lb. Using the information obtained from the counting accelerometer, 

together with aircraft characteristics and appropriate weight, the number of 

equivalent vertical gusts of various magnitudes encountered during the whole 

of each leg was obtained using the discrete gust procedure described by 

Zbrosek'. 

The counting accelerometer recorded the number of occurrences of 

acceleration whichexceeded 9 positive and 9 negative levels. In view of the 

comparatively light turbulence expected over the see,, especially on the leg 

flowp at fifteen miles from the coast it was decided to increase the number 

of counting levels at the lower values of acceleration by halving the width 

of the normal interval between the levels at which counts were made. By this 

means a better measure of the distribution of gusts occurring at the lower 
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gust speeds was obtained at the expense of not recording the peak values of 

acceleration which occurred on the few very rough flights encountered. 

The readings of the Green Satin Doppler equipment, which were used to 

obtain the aircraft winds, were taken at approximately 10 minute intervals 

along the route. These were compared with the winds obtained from the ground 

stations for the appropriate times and places. As might be expected, owing 

to the greater height above ground, the aircrsft measured winds were generdly 

slightly stronger than the winds from the ground stations. The accuracy of the 

airoraft wind readings are probably not greater than ks, owing to the 

necessity for tie flight observer to take a mean reading of drift and ground 

speed due to the fluctuations of the aircraft. With the considerable dis- 

tance covered during each leg there was often a noticeable change in the 

wind speed and direction along the leg but for comparative purposes a mean wind 

has been chosen for each leg biased slightly towards the higher sircrsft wind 

readings. 

5 RESULTS 

The numbers of equivalent gusts recorded on each leg of each flight are 

listed in Table 1. The average number of gusts per mile are also given 

together with relevant information which rncludes details on the distance 

flown and the average wind speed and direction applicable to each leg. 

Table 2 shows the total numbers of equivalent gusts encountered for each 

of the three types of leg, i.e. land, over the sea at three an.? fifteen miles 

from the coast. The average number of gusts per mile for the three categories 

are also given in the table and are shown graphically in Fig.2. The figure 

indicates that over both the sea legs, up and down gusts exist in approxi- 

mately equal numbers. Over land, it appeared that more up then down gusts 

were encountered but it is probable that the accelerations, from which the 

gusts were deduced, included a contribution from a number of small manoeuvring 

loads and, being near to the ground, the pilot manoeuvres more readily upwards 

than downwards. 

The most significant point arising from the results is the difference in 

the number of gust occurrences at all levels between the three leg classifica- 

tions. The average number of gusts per mile, either up or down, exceeding 

10 ft/sec, over land is I.13 and over the sea it is 0.3 and O*OL& at distances 

of three and fifteen miles from the coast respectively. The ratios between the 

number of gusts/mile encountered on the land leg and on each of the sea legs at 

the same 10 ft/sec gust level are 3'75 and 24'5 respectively. 
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Heath-Smith2 from low altitude flights with a Hunter at less than 

90 feet, with windy conditions favoured, found that 8.3 times as many gusts 

of IO ft/sec or greater were encountered ever land as ever the sea. The sea 

leg in this case consisted of a direct out and return flight from the coast 

to a point approximately thirty-two miles off shore. In the Swifter trisls3, 

carried cut in North Africa, the ratio between the average of all flying ever 

the land at a height of 200 feet and the average of all the flying ever the 

sea at 200 feet for the same gust level of 10 ft/sec gave a figure of 16.6. 

In this trid again the sea leg started and finished at the coast, the aircraft 

'o.zrning at a point apprcximately forty miles cut to sea. These ratios lie, as 

might be expected in view of their mixture of coastal and cut to sea flying 

between the two ratios found in the present trial. 

By plotting the number of cccurrenoes of up or down gusts/mile exceeding 

10 ft/sec against average wind velocity along the leg, an attempt has been 

made to examine the relationship beixeen turbulence intensity and. wind speed 

for the three types of leg classification. The results frcm the sea legs have 

been subdivided according to the wind direction by separating the off-shore 

from the other winds. The average line formed by the coast in the region 

where the flying took place was approximately 150/330". Off-shore winds have 

been classified as those within the sector 170' to 310'. Winds from a direc- 

tion within 20' of the mean aircraft track have not been included with the 

off-shore winds In view of the smallness of their off-shore component. 

From Fig.3 it can be seen that, for the leg flown at three miles from 

the coast, the wind direction has a marked effect on thz intensity of turbu- 

lence at the higher wind speeds. Off-shore winds produced sn increase in 

turbulence with wind speed but other winds had a much smaller effect on the 

turbulence intensity. 

When flying at fifteen miles frcm the coast, Fig.4 indicates that the 

intensity of turbulence does not appear dependent on the wind direction but 

again there is an increase in intensity at the higher wind speeds. 

Fig.5 shows a mere positive relationship between turbulence and wind 

speed when flying ever land. This relationship ws,s also found in earlier 

Canberra trials4 during low altitude flights ever land. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Measurements of atmospheric turbulence have been made during flight at 

low altitude ever land and sea. 



Over the land, the number of vertical gusts exceeding IO ft/sec 

encountered per mile was 1.13. Over the sea, at three ad fifteen miles from 

the coast, the number of gusts encountered were reduced by factors of 3-75 and 

24-5 respectively. 

Wind speed appeared to be a significant factor in prcddng turbulence 

ever the land but ever the sea high wind speeds did not always produce an 

increase in the intensity of turbulence. For the leg flown at three miles 

from the coast the direction of the wind was a+ important factor, winds with a 

significant off-shore component were found to pmduce significantly more 

turbulence than other winds at the higher values of wind speeds. Wind direc- 

tion was not found to be a significant factor on the leg flown at fifteen miles 

from the coast. 
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